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Request and Justification for Selective Factors and Quality Ranking Factors(Attach to SF 39)
1. Department or agency name  
2. Certificate of Eligibles control number
3. Date issued (mm/dd/yyyy)
4. Agency request number
5. Date of request (mm/dd/yyyy)
6. Title, series, and grade/salary (if ungraded) of vacancy   
Definitions:  Agencies may request two types of special qualifications to be considered by the Delegated Examining Office in its evaluation of eligibles for certification: (1) Selective Factors must be competencies or special qualifications without which a candidate could not perform the duties of a position in a satisfactory manner. Selective factors are applied in addition to minimum qualifications. Applicants who do not meet a selective factor are ineligible for further consideration; (2) Quality Ranking Factors are competencies that are expected to enhance performance in a position. Unlike selective factors, quality ranking factors are not used to screen out applicants. 
Instructions: A current description of the position to be filled must be submitted with this form. The request and justification for selective and/or quality ranking factors should follow this format: (1) State each selective or quality ranking factor in terms of competencies or other characteristics; (2) List the duties or tasks the applicant will perform that require the possession of the requested competencies, or that could be performed at a higher level if he or she possessed the competencies. 
I. Selective Factors
1. The following special or additional competencies or special qualifications are needed for this position. 
2. Indicate competencies or special qualifications without which the applicant could not perform the duties of the position.  Provide a clear description or specific reference to a task in the position description.
                                          (See reverse for quality ranking factors)
U.S. Office of Personnel Management 5 CFR part 332
 Standard Form 39A
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 Previous editions not usable 
 To navigate this form use the tab key to go from field to field, use the shift  + tab key to navigate in reverse, use the enter key to select and deselect.  For check boxes use the space bar or enter key to select or deselect the box.  For Date fields, use the arrow keys to navigate the date you are looking for and press the enter key to select the date. 
II. Quality Ranking Factors
1. The following special or additional competencies or special qualifications are needed for this position. 
2. Identify competencies or special qualifications expected to enhance performance in the position. Provide a clear description or specific reference to a task item in the position description.
3. Additional agency remarks:
4. Signature of appointing official 
5. Title of appointing official    
6. Date (mm/dd/yyyy)
Signature of appointing official is entered here.
For Delegated Examining Office
1. Signature of appointing official 
2. Title of appointing official    
3. Date (mm/dd/yyyy)
Signature of appointing official is entered here.
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